Plagiarism/Duplication Prevention, IP Protection & Doc-to-Doc Comparison

iThenticate offers the ultimate in content verification technology, whether ensuring content integrity, discouraging misappropriation of propriety content, or performing textual comparison between documents.

Technology & Database

Utilizing patented, award-winning technology, iThenticate allows users to compare content to comprehensive repositories that include:

- **The Internet**: both current and archived (more than eight years of coverage) Web pages and Web documents
- **InfoTrac OneFile**: with over 10,000 titles (more than 25 years of coverage), including newspapers, magazines, journals, electronic books and newswires
- **Emerald Journals**: with over 190 titles in the fields of management, information science and engineering
- **ABC-CLIO**: a database of electronic books and reference materials focused on history and social studies resources
- **SAGE Reference**: featuring more than 60 subject-specific reference encyclopedia titles
- **CrossRef Member Content**: scholarly journal articles from prominent publishers in the scientific, technical and medical research community.

Serving Myriad Industries

Diverse applications for extensive ongoing and project needs, in many business environments:

- Publishing
- Media
- Research
- Government
- Legal
- Financial

“Both in my capacity as a researcher and as an editor of a leading health informatics journal I have encountered plagiarism in all shapes and forms. As a journal editor and publisher, we were early adopters of iParadigms products and routinely check our submissions for plagiarism. iThenticate has proven very useful for us to rule out or confirm cases of suspected plagiarism, and I would hope that in the future all journal editors use it.”

- Dr Gunther Eysenbach, Editor & Publisher, Journal of Medical Internet Research

“A reliable way to verify the originality of works submitted for publication.”

- Ed Pentz, Executive Director, CrossRef
Comprehensive Reporting Capability

Within minutes of submission, a similarity report shows matches within the submitted document (example below) to the documents in the iThenticate database. Similarity reports include:

- Direct-source comparisons of matched words to matched documents
- Pattern-recognition matching of both word-for-word and paraphrased materials
- Ability to view all underlying matched words that have been obscured by overlapping matches
- Multiple report manipulations for optimum usability.

Customer Support & Integration

Web-based training and email/phone helpdesk. API integration for content management systems and manuscript tracking systems.